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Peterman: Ignore Me: A Letter to the Public About Service Dog Etiquette

service dog’s daily tasks may include guiding their handler safely through doors,
across streets, and away from steep cliffs or
random ledges near bodies of water—preventing disorientation, injury, or death. In
other cases, a service dog can be trained
to smell when their handler’s blood sugar
is off and alert them to check their levels
and administer insulin or intake sugar—a
life-saving situation for a Type I diabetic. I
come from a family of medical service dogs
from K9s For Warriors who are trained to
block, cover, and brace for military veterans. In reality though, I do so much more
than perform these simple tasks. I enable
Ginger to get out of bed every morning
by waking her with my ritualistic, slobbery
kisses. I empower her to traverse the Syracuse University campus and sit in her own
backyard without her getting the desire to
run back inside and lock herself in, where it
is safe, where there is order, where there is
no possibility of public interaction.
For people, like my Ginger, who suffer
non-obvious disabilities, like epilepsy or PostTraumatic Stress (PTS) as a result of Military
Sexual Trauma (MST), a service dog’s purpose may be misunderstood or even worse—
questioned.
Let me ask you something: Would you be
willing to explain your personal and medical
history to each person you walk past without first engaging in a proper introduction?
Would you even be so inclined to introduce
yourself to Ginger had you not first noticed
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me attached to her? Probably not. So, despite your curiosity, it is not polite to ask Ginger why she needs me, tell Ginger that she
looks great for being disabled, or explain to
us that your cousin’s step-sister’s best friend
has a Chihuahua who looks just like me, but
smaller.
If you are unsure whether or not you are
encountering a service dog, there are a few
tells: We are allowed in public places where
pets are prohibited from entering; we usually
wear a vest (I have one with patches which
reads “SERVICE DOG, DO NOT PET,”
but a lot of people must not be able to read.
“Grrrrr!”) And we behave so well that you
may not immediately notice us. At times, I
surprise servers as I get up from under the
restaurant dining table because they have no
idea I’m there. Furthermore, if a service dogidentifying patch is visible, the dog is not in
training, so there is no need to ask the handler
if he or she is training their service dog for a
real disabled person.
With your assistance, we can encourage
post-traumatic growth away from the disorder by knowing our rules of service dog
etiquette before we approach Ginger with
a handshake in the Syracuse Orange community, where she is a doctoral candidate
pursuing multidisciplinary development of
Solo, a medical device to aid veterans with
PTSD.
Respectfully,
Puma (and Ginger,
the human)
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